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Meeting Type  Full Governing Body 
 

Date/Time:  Thursday 2nd December 2021 

Time:  8.30am 

Location  Carden Primary School – via Zoom 

Quorum:  For decisions to be binding at least one half of current governors are 
required. The meeting was quorate throughout. 

Governors 
Present: 

Helen Longton-Howorth (HT) 
Sam Baker 
Abigail Bathurst 
Nicola Claber 
Meraud Davis 

Alistair McNair 
Nigel McCutcheon  
Linda Newman (Vice Chair) 
Carl Pittaway 

Clerk Zoë Heaton 

Apologies Hayley Mallipoudy 

 
 

  Acronyms included in minutes 

HT Head-Teacher 

PAN Published Admission Numbers 

PP Pupil Premium 

RWM Reading, Writing, Maths 

SDP School Development Plan 

S&LC Speech and Language Centre 

SLT Senior Leadership Team 

SPP Sports Pupil Premium 

TA Teaching Assistant 

 
  

Item  Summary of discussion  

 
1   

The chair welcomed governors and apologies were considered and accepted. There were no 
declarations of interest in the agenda.  
The chair acknowledged the good result of Ofsted and praised the governors for their excellent 
contribution. 

 
2 

 
FGB Minutes (15/7/21) had been circulated to governors prior to the meeting. These were 
agreed as accurate. Clerk to use the chair’s electronic signature. 
 
The chair highlighted the importance of setting an action plan and strategy for the FGB 
following the governance review training and work on defining roles.  
 
[ACTION: FGB to create strategy and action plan for addressing and engaging in the 
feedback from the Governance Training]   
 
The chair took governors through any outstanding actions from the previous meeting:  
 
[ACTION: LN to speak to HT in advance of and attend the next Schools’ Forum to facilitate 
greater understanding around the lower number of paid days for staff looking after children at 
home - LN to remind herself of outcome of her conversation with the chair of schools 
forum and speak to HT.] 
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[ACTION: MD to report back to FGB or HSW committee following Safeguarding Audit. MD 
reported that LP had processed and sent off last week – Revised ACTION:MD to meet and 
go through the audit with LP] 
 
[ACTION: The chair and vice-chair to draw up an new governor advertisement for the school 
website and Governor Support – Revised ACTION: LN had found and revised a useful 
version of a co-opted governor advert. LN to email this version to clerk and chair for 
any amendments and additions and for circulation to FGB before publishing on website 
and governor support in the spring term.] 
 
Governor suggested also useful to post advert in a local / community news publication. 
[ACTION: AMc to research the Post magazine as a potential for publishing governor 
advert]  

 
3 
  

 
HEADTEACHER REPORT:  (Documents had been previously circulated) 
 

 PAN – Following the recent news from the council that Carden is being asked to 
reduce from two-class entry to one-class entry there has been a considerable reaction 
and response from both staff and parents. The HT reported that she had taken Richard 
Barker up on his offer of a 3rd consultation set for 15th December. This will take place 
online and will be mainly a Q&A session. Parents have been very involved in driving 
the response and planning next actions.  

 
Staff and parents can complete the consultation response form. The form is not 
particularly user friendly but advice can be given to parents to support completion. AMc 
reported that the council had interim results which showed a large number of Carden 
responses and that he was happy to forward this to the GB.  

. 
Governors agreed it was important to have a strong response from the Board 
emphasising the significance of Carden’s role in the local community and bringing 
attention to incorrect data around admission numbers. Also important to focus on the 
vital role of the Speech and Language Centre at Carden. The HT confirmed there were 
two meetings next week with Deb Austin which will provide an opportunity to discuss 
the role of the S&LC. 

 
Following an unsatisfactory response from the local Green councillor, Stef Powell, 
regarding the PAN, suggested a good idea to contact her again.  
 

[ACTION: AM to re-email local Green councillor to engage her in response to PAN 
situation] 
 

 Covid – The HT reported that Covid numbers had been rising quite sharply in recent 
days, especially in KS2 with nearly 20 positive cases and over 30 children self-isolating 
whilst awaiting results. She explained that having spoken to Richard Barker it was 
clarified that schools or ‘bubbles’ would not be closed due to number of positive cases 
but only if there were not enough staff to cover the running of the school safely. With 
many staff absent it was felt to be getting fairly close to that situation especially as 
unable to merge classes. Rumours of schools being allowed to close a week early 
which would ease pressure but Government has said this is unlikely.  

  
Governors discussed PAN in some detail emphasising the importance of representing their 
community and raising questions over why middle–class schools had been prioritised, why 
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Carden has been asked to reduce by a whole class rather than half a class and the concerns 
over splitting up families as a result, with siblings having to go to different schools. Governors 
felt the decision process on cutting numbers had been unfair in that schools were not 
consulted and only given the decision last minute.  
 
Parent governors reported that parents were very suspicious that the council were putting 
forward for consultation but that it was already a ‘done deal’. However, they felt positive that 
they had responded well and were doing everything in their power to make their voice heard, 
including marches, banners, petitions, attending council consultations, approaching councillors 
and feeding back following the meetings.  
 
A governor clarified that the petition would be ongoing and updated up until the full council 
meeting on 16th, with questions raised one week before.  
 
Bearing in mind the importance of admission numbers going forward, the HT told governors 
that it had been decided to carry out on-site prospective parent meetings this year rather than 
online. Many parents attended the visits this week and seemed impressed. Some had asked 
about the PAN and had noticed the parent activity in response in the press. Felt their reaction 
was largely positive seeing how strongly parents felt about Carden proving it must be a good 
school. Hopefully did enough to allay concerns and that it will not put off new parents making 
Carden their first choice. 
 
Do we know why parents choose Patcham instead of Carden? – Feel it is largely due to the 
historic image of it being ‘the better school’. However, feel the image of Carden being the 
poorer neighbour is gradually changing and this last year we have only lost one child to 
Patcham and gained one in return.  
 
Is their Forest School an attraction? Yes, apparently parents do like it. Carden can and does 
actually provide the same or even better outdoor learning opportunities for the children. LB 
(Year Reception Teacher) has put lots of work into creating an amazing outdoor area and is 
actually Forest School trained. Also, BE and NP (Year 4 Teachers) are trained in outdoor 
learning and a grant has been procured for further training. Although hard to compete with the 
officially sanctioned name of ‘Forest School’, Carden needs to promote what we do better 
using opportunities such as new parent visits and via the school Facebook page. 
 
Do you think results data are compared and make a difference? – To a certain extent. 
Unfortunate that official results are often skewed by inclusion of the S&LC as can make a 
disproportionate difference to the data especially in such small cohorts. Progress figures are 
always much better but harder to get across than achievement data. Also a shame the 
progress data is not included in the ‘compare schools’ site. Do publish these on our own 
website and can explain this factor if parents visit. It was mentioned in the recent new parent 
meetings and also took the chance to highlight the Ofsted positives in maths and reading.  
Reassuringly found that many parents were more interested in what the school is offering the 
children as a whole such as wellbeing and behaviour, and want their children to feel good in 
school. Carden does well when judged by looking at the whole picture of what it provides for 
each child so important to promote these other positives. 
 

 BHISS – The HT updated governors as to the situation regarding BHISS occupation of 
the upstairs part of the building and the increasingly untenable situation in terms of 
responsibility and liability which was triggered as a serious issue following the fire 
evacuation in May when procedures were not adhered to by BHISS employees.  
A further strongly-worded letter had been sent to Deb Austin at the council requesting 
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their compliance with safety and safeguarding measures and their evacuation by end of 
year. A strong reply suggested this time-scale was unreasonable. This was frustrating 
as have raised this issue over many months asking for a discussion and clarification 
and had no response from them during this time. Moreover, if a proper contract had 
been drawn up when BHISS were initially moved in this would not now be an issue. 
Carden were not consulted and since BHISS’s disregard for H&S issues, there has 
been no communication with Carden and no disciplinary action has resulted.  
 
Sue Franklin (Head of BHISS) said evacuation of staff was not such a problem but 
requested an extension of time for storage of their equipment. Carden agreed an 
extension until Easter for storage allowing personnel to come in and out to retrieve.  
A meeting had been requested, which HT and AM (Chair) will attend next week. It is 
thought a reprieve until the February half-term may be requested which can be 
discussed. However, HT wished to reclaim the ‘training’ room from the New Year which 
will be used as an art room.  
 

Would BHISS staff be requested to follow procedures for accessing building for their 
equipment? – Yes, they will need to continue using the signing in app. 
 
The HT emphasised that these unresolved concerns over safety, safeguarding, costs and 
more seriously, clarity on overall responsibility for these issues, is ongoing and that it is 
therefore imperative to continue being vigilant over safety procedures whilst the situation is 
unsettled. There will be another fire drill next week in which BHISS are expected to participate 
and follow all safety procedures. It was disappointing that very few of their staff attended the 
important Fire safety training which followed the incident earlier in the year. 
 
SDP / Pathways Data 
Assessment data from years 1-6 had been previously circulated for governors to scrutinise. 
The HT explained that this data was from October and that more data from December would 
soon be added. She was aware some of the figures were low but felt assessments were 
initially cautious and hoped governors would see significant improvements going forward. Year 
6 were well set in their preparations for SATs, but still mindful many children have been absent 
for considerable periods of time and may have missed whole units of learning. Finding ways to 
assess and fill these gaps in learning will be addressed in the New Year. 
 
Can governors see a copy of more detailed feedback from the Ofsted Inspection? – Certainly, 
and is also important SLT examines the feedback in the new year and feeds it into ongoing 
planning and development. 
 
[ACTION: HT to chase up from Council attendees of Ofsted feedback meeting who took 
notes and / or Clerk to type up her own notes from the feedback meeting]  
 
Is Carden managing to do any remote teaching of the children who are not at school?–  
Google classrooms is up and running and Chromebooks available to give out as and when 
appropriate. No ‘live’ remote teaching has been possible as is a mixed, constantly changing 
picture and there have not been enough staff to implement.  
 
The HT continued to explain that if more school closures happen, remote learning will be 
offered but feel the provision is ultimately unsatisfactory, and especially not effective for the 
younger children. In the meantime, with the multiple challenges facing the school and staff, 
including the PAN and BHISS issues, Covid, staff absence and supply shortages and budget 
strictures, it has been impossible to deliver the whole curriculum to all children. Very much 
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hoping that some of these pressures will lessen in the spring term. 
 
For the purposes of Covid catch-up learning children who have been off with Covid have been 
noted by teachers. However, it is difficult to balance different teaching needs across the class, 
especially as usually only one adult in class. 
 
Governors sympathised with HT and staff with having to cope with such challenging times.  
Appreciated they need to be aware and realistic about what can be achieved within the 
constraints working within. They noted their understanding and ongoing support of the school.  
 

 
4 

Feedback from committees: 
 
Educational performance (CLA) 
Chair of CLA gave a brief summary of main issues from most recent CLA committee meeting.   

 Progress meetings had taken place with focus on RWM. Figures were overall lower 
across the school. Year Reception data had only just been released with one class 
markedly stronger than other. 

 Sounds Write Programme was progressing well with Nursery, Year 1 teachers now 
trained and Year 2 in training. Plan to train more teachers further up the school as 
funding allows.  

 Ofsted report was felt to be positive and governors and school were aware of difficult 
areas such as phonics which are already being addressed. 

 GB monitoring – Governors discussed the benefit of the recent Governance training 
and AM agreed to share the feedback review report. Felt important to improve 
knowledge of roles and responsibilities. 

 Parents action with the PAN – Impressed by parent engagement and seen as an 
opportunity to promote Carden. 

 
Financial performance (D&R)  
Chair of D&R gave a brief summary of the previous D&R committee’s discussion: 

 Solar panel issues - Bills still unresolved but reassured BM will pursue clarification and 
resolution. In January will be able to more clearly assess the whole year to understand 
the picture. Oddity of summer figures being higher than term time to be explained. 

 PP report was received by governors who asked lots of questions and were happy 
with information provided. SPP report to be provided at the next committee meeting.  

 Finance – Chair noted hard work by BM and other staff members in keeping budget 
just within the green last month but may find coming months harder to keep with 
budget due to high supply costs and limited funding.  

 Energy bills – Questions were raised about the increasing costs of energy supplies 
and what might happen next year. Some reassurances had been given regarding early 
purchasing power and economies of scale to be kept as low as possible however; 
likely prices will be going up. Agreed would be good get actual figures for budgeting.  

 SFVS and Scheme of Delegation to be addressed by the committee next term.  

 Telephone system to be upgraded – costs and timings discussed by governors. 

 No lettings or major works to report.  

 Music Service – Governors hoped money owed in rent may still be paid back but not 
straightforward. 

 Admissions and pupil numbers – Much discussion on the PAN situation. The school 
working hard to keep admission numbers as high as possible which is a critical factor 
in terms of budget 

 Staffing issues / performance management – Decisions of pay increases agreed. 
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Discussion covered areas of sickness and staff absence. Expressed concern that PAN 
issues could impact on staffing turnover and absence going forward. Need to be aware 
and support staff. Severe lack of support staff available in B&H. 
 

Has the real-time display on the solar panel been installed as this was part of the contract and 
meant to be used as an educational resource? – No. 
 
[ACTION: Agreed that letter from the GB to be written requesting real-time display be 
installed]  
 
The HT updated governors that the new telephone system installation was in progress.  
 
Health, Safety & Welfare (HSW)  
Co-chair of HSW gave a brief summary of most recent HSW committee meeting: 

 SEN update report – explained Carden had higher than average EHCPs. Funding 
being an issue as 6K provided but equivalent required by school funds. No funds 
provided for mental health issues. However, children with mental health issues still 
identified by SENCo and supported by nurture group, play therapist and counsellor. 

 Attendance – Figures higher this term but still variable. 

 Covid RA – Acknowledged updated one yesterday. Extra measures had previously 
been put in place such as putting assemblies on hold, cancelling the staff night out and 
capping numbers of tickets for the fireworks event. School was making moves to open 
up more to parents but due to rising Covid cases plans now on hold. 

 Update on H&S action plan – Governors discussed in detail ongoing situation of BHISS 
and up and coming fire drill.  

 Planned refurbishment of toilets - Governors discussed difficulties of obtaining 
contractor, when and how to implement these building works considering factors such 
as noise, disruption and safety. Importance of having safeguarding measures in place 
and adequate RAs. Works likely to take place early in spring term. 

 H&S Walks – Issues of damp considered, especially concerned over area in the 
Therapy room. Hoping will be addressed during DFE survey in December. HT to 
update with FW and feedback to governors. 

 Asbestos – Confirmed that this area of concerns had been secured in summer 

 H&S walks – Following a few issues raised in the termly premises inspection such as 
fraying carpets, gutters and cracked windows, governors were reassured that these 
had been made safe.  

 Wellbeing and mental health – The newly appointed wellbeing governor (SB) 
introduced governors to the work of Anna Freud on wellbeing at work and highlighted a 
DFE funded grant. LP had subsequently booked onto this course for next term. Some 
discussion with HT about mental health and the current pressures staff working under.  
A survey of 12 staff had been undertaken during the Ofsted inspection which was 
largely very positive with staff feeling well supported by SLT. Felt there were effective 
policies in place and encouraged to signpost excellent and available resources. SB to 
discuss with HT the possibility of having a trained and funded mental health first aider 
amongst the staff.  

 Governor monitoring – Co-chair had fed back to committee about meeting with HT, 
chair and clerk clarifying the co-chair roles. The safeguarding governor reported that 
there had been some changes to the safeguarding audit and that her meeting with LP 
had been postponed. Co-chair also reported that the Pupil voice visit (HM) had gone 
very well, with positive comments from the children demonstrating a good 
understanding of behaviour. 
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Performance management of staff – HT reported that all appraisal meetings had taken place, 
with targets set and training needs identified. To be monitored over the year. 
 
Governor Visits & training – CP had met with HT to go over progress data and will write up and 
report back to governors at next CLA meeting.  
 
Training Programme from Governor Support about to be released for the spring term. 
Governors directed to look at this and Chair, Vice-Chair and Clerk to identify any specific 
training useful for individual governors. 
 

 
5 

GB business and membership –  
Meetings going forward - Agreed that meetings should continue online at least until February 
half-term as advised by current schools guidance. 
 
Governors were delighted that MD agreed to stay on in her role as governor whilst meetings 
remain online.  
 
The Clerk advised that the FGB would need to be aware of succession planning over the next 
year as three governors terms were due to expire.  
 

 
6 
 

School Policies for agreement: 
The clerk urged governors to check their email alerts from the SchoolBus Compliance 
manager for any outstanding policy approvals. Also to look out for any coming up for renewal. 
 

 
7 
 

 
There was no business brought forward by the chair. 
 

 

Meeting closed at 10am.  

The date of the next FGB meeting 24th March – 5pm 

 

 

Minutes approved by the full governing board and signed by the chair: 

Chair………………… …………………………………………. 

Date……24/03/2022………………………………………………………… 

 

 


